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ABSTRACT

The ability to dynamically configure our ground stations to support a wide array of
fighter/attack aircraft programs has lead McDonnell Douglas Aerospace (MDA) to
seek alternatives to commercially available ground stations. Cost effectiveness and
fast response time to these widely varying needs is paramount to staying competitive
in today's current defense environment.

VME (Versa Modular European) architecture has provided a platform that fulfills
these requirements while requiring a minimum of in house designs which can be
expensive and time consuming to implement. MDA is now in its third generation of
VME based ground systems. These systems are highly extensible due to their reliance
on software and programmable hardware systems and are inexpensive due to their use
of commercial grade VME cards. This paper describes the current generation
TM/Quicklook Ground Station and the Data Editor (Preprocessor) Station and it also
provides a perspective of how the designers solved some common problems
associated with VME architecture. These stations are now in use at MDA test sights
in St. Louis, Patuxent River NAWC, Edwards AFB, and Eglin AFB.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1986 MDA Flight Test, Saint Louis, began the process of replacing its older
generation designs. This became necessary because the mini-computer used in the
ground stations was discontinued by the vender in 1983 and was no longer supported.
It had also become inadequate for supporting the next generation of fighter program



flight testing required by the customer. In addition to requiring a new hardware
platform, the entire software investment was lost due to the necessity of writing the
software in assembly language for speed and because of sizing constraints on
memory. Important lessons were learned by this experience and they would establish
the design criteria that would lead to the VME decision.

DESIGN DECISIONS

Hardware and software dependence on one vendor's architecture had created an
upgrade path that was nonexistent. It was felt that the hardware platforms chosen in
the future should be commercial off the shelf products available from multiple
vendors and that these should be well supported open architecture platforms. Because
of the need to support multiple fighter programs and the need to process
sub-contractor data and due to the highly volatile and competitive nature of the fighter
business, these architecture's should be easy to modify and highly extensible to meet
the dynamic needs of our customers. The hardware should be inexpensive,
commercial grade, and commonly available. The ideal system should be capable of
incremental upgrades to keep costs down during system enhancements.

Because future customer needs often dictate changing the hardware, it was felt the
software should be written in a high level language to facilitate easy porting to other
host platforms. Hardware dependent sections should be isolated so only those sections
need to be rewritten when moving to a different processor architecture becomes
necessary. The language chosen was "C". In the current generation of these systems
this has been changed to "C++".

On the basis of these design objectives, the VME (Versa Modular European) bus was
chosen to be the primary platform for these new systems. VME had far more vendor
support of the buses that were researched at that time thus allowing a multiple vendor
solution. Its 40 megabyte per second theoretical bus limit appeared to be more than
adequate.

It was felt that in order to facilitate device independence of peripheral devices, the
SCSI (small computer systems interface) bus offered the best solution as a data
transfer medium. With SCSI, all devices look similar to the programmer. Thus if, for
example, an 8mm tape drive were substituted for a 9 track tape drive, little or no
reprogramming would be necessary to accommodate the device change.

For the operator's host consoles and for the display systems in the TM/Quicklook
station, the common desktop PC was chosen. The PC was available from many
vendors, was inexpensive, was a growing platform, and was available in a wide



variety configurations. Microsoft Windows was chosen to be the operating
environment for the PC. Windows offered a graphical environment from which to
build a friendly interface for both the operator and the system's users.

VME BEGINNINGS

Early on in the design of the first systems it became apparent that VME had some
major obstacles to circumvent. VME cards unique to the telemetry industry, such as
decoms and bit synchronizers, did not exist when the ground station project was
begun. The first major problem then became choosing a method to input PCM and
other real-time inputs such as A/D information into the system. The second problem
was the difficulty in outputting multiple channels of D/A in which some would
contain the same information.

Problem - Real-time Input

A major problem exists in inputting PCM into any VME based system. The problem
results from the fact that any board requesting I/O on the VME bus must request its
use through an arbitration scheme. The VME bus specification allows the current bus
master to ignore that request and not relinquish the bus for an indeterminate amount of
time. The specification states a maximum time of 64 uses is allowed although there is
nothing to preclude a master from holding it longer. Because of this, the real-time
(fixed periodic rate stream) PCM stream cannot gain access to the bus in a
deterministic manner.

A FIFO (first in first out) buffering scheme could be used to get PCM into the VME
system and was tried in the early designs. However a question one should examine is
whether PCM and other real-time inputs, such as the outputs of A/D converters,
should even exist on the VME bus. Real-time activities will rapidly consume bus
bandwidth thus leaving no time for other activities to take place. The VME P2
connector has user defined pins that could be used to define a high speed bus for data
acquisition. This is the approach taken by other VME designers; however, this
approach requires that all cards residing on this special bus be custom designed. This
would not be consistent with the design approach that was outlined above.

A variety of industry standard buses exist for the P2 user pins that could be used for
this purpose. The most popular is VSB (VME subsystem bus) which is available on
many vendor's CPU cards. This scheme for getting real-time data into the VME
system seemed to fit within all of the design criteria set forth. Only one custom
interface card would need to be designed to get PCM and digitized analog into the
system. The VSB bus provides access to this card from the local CPU thus keeping



real-time operations off the VME bus. Additional cards can be added to other CPU's
should the system require raw data on more than one CPU. This scheme suited the
parallel processor paradigm used throughout the system.

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the PCM and Analog Stream Selector (PASS) data
input card. It was designed around a Xilinx programmable gate array. This allows the
card to be dynamically reconfigured to support different instrumentation systems such
as standard PCM, AATIS split track and IRIG Chapter 8 split track MUX. An A/D
converter is also present on the card for analog data acquisition. The RAM on board is
generally used as a current value data buffer thereby allowing the CPU, attached to
this card via VSB, to have no part in real-time data acquisition activity.

Figure 1 - PCM and Analog Stream Selector (PASS) Card (PCM Mode)

Even though today VME decom cards exist, this scheme is still used. Because of the
vast array of instrumentation systems that are needed to be handled, no VME decom
card that was found could handle every case. With a future promising to be even more
diverse, it was felt that locking the system into this type of scheme would be unwise.



Problem - Outputting data to multiple locations

A problem was discovered when designing the TM/Quicklook station after it became
clear that sending the same PCM words to multiple D/A processors was necessary.
The same PCM word may need to be sent to more than one D/A channel to view it
unscaled, or scaled differently, or as part of a derived calculation, or simply as a
matter of convenience.

The ideal solution would involve a high speed tagged data bus in which the
destination would pick off the words that were needed. Unfortunately VME has no
broadcast capability to multiple destinations. Using the P2 user defined I/O, this
capability could be designed into the system; however, this would require special
cards to be constructed for this proprietary bus that would be expensive, risky and
time consuming. A solution consistent with the system design philosophy was needed.

A potential solution considered early on would have been to have a current value table
that all of the destination processors could read to obtain their data. This solution had
the drawback of requiring bus arbitration by many cards in the system. This would
greatly constrict throughput in the system and would force some cards to a lower
priority possibly causing them to be "choked" for data.

A compromise solution was worked out. This scheme has one fast processor taking
tagged PCM input into the system and doing a table lookup of the destination(s) for
each word. This requires only one master on the VME bus so the entire bandwidth of
the bus can be devoted to this process. In order to allow the system to have only one
processor as master, a second VME chassis was devoted to D/A conversion and linked
to the first chassis through a VME/VME coupler.

TM/QUICKLOOK STATION

The VME TM/Quicklook station was designed to meet the following specifications:

O PCM to 5 megabits with up to 32768 words per major frame
O Handle all current instrumentation systems including CAIS and split track

AATIS
O Number of strip chart channels (max) is 64 with sample rates to 40K

(only 7 channels required at maximum rate)
O Maximum of nine CRT displays with up to 40 parameters per display
O Maximum of 50 alarm parameters checked



O Strip charts will allow scaled, non-linear and unscaled parameters in any
combination

O Derived parameters available on strip chart and CRT displays

Figure 2 is a block diagram of the TM/Quicklook ground station. It consists of two 20
slot VME chassis. The first chassis, designated the "master chassis", provides the
processing power to do all special calculations (derived parameters) needed by the
system. It also provides host I/O services, raw data distribution to the displays, and
dynamic reconfiguration of the system output assignments. Changes can be made at
any . time to strip chart scaling and parameter assignment, as well as to video
parameter assignment.

Figure 2 - TM/QL VME Chassis Functions

Chassis 2 is used as a DAC distribution system. There exist only two bus masters in
this chassis. The first is the PCM distribution board that has a PASS card on its VSB
bus. This is the source of raw PCM for the DAC scaling processors. The second
master in the system is the VME/VME coupler. This is the gateway from the first
chassis. The path this gateway provides allows setup information and special



calculation data to be sent to the second chassis. Because special calculations are
limited to once per major PCM frame and because setup information is so infrequently
passed, the distribution board is the bus master the majority of the time thus virtually
eliminating arbitrations in this chassis and accelerating throughput.

The CPUs used in the TM/Quicklook ground station are the Radstone 68-41 SBC
(single board computer). This board is based upon the Motorola 68040 and 68020
CPUs. The 68020 acts as an I/O controller for the onboard serial, Ethernet and SCSI
interfaces. Although this board is an overkill in most functions within the system, it
was relatively inexpensive, and provides a wealth of onboard software for controlling
I/O. It was also felt that commonality among boards was important. This commonality
offered two advantages: First, it was only necessary for the programmer to learn the
nuances of one board instead of many and secondly, from a maintenance standpoint
less spares would be required. The only disadvantage to this board was the high power
consumption at about 30 watts.

In order to get the necessary throughput on D/A conversions, it was felt that a CPU
card would be needed for every N DAC channels with N dependent on the CPUs
power and the total sample rate needed per channel. In the original TM/Quicklook
design a vendor supplied TMS32020 processor and a 4 channel D/A card were used
for each 4 channels of D/A conversion needed. However, disadvantages were
prevalent in the design of this card. Because the card had been developed for high
speed digital filtering, the mathematics available were limited, and the hardware
architecture was out of the ordinary. This made a relatively simple task much harder
than it should be. When the vendor decided to discontinue production of this card
another solution was warranted .

Once again the power of VSB seemed the logical solution. After researching the VME
bus market for an A/D card that resided on VSB and finding that none existed, it was
decided to build an 8 channel D/A card in house. This allowed any vendors CPU card
to be used as the power house for D/A linear and non-linear scaling. In the current
design the same CPU used in the rest of the system is used for the D/A converter's
processor. Eight such CPUs reside in the second chassis providing 64 channels of D/A
conversion. By using only 1 D/A channel per CPU, 8 channels of D/A conversion can
be obtained at a 40K sample/second rate. This would be more than adequate for the all
digital aircraft that would be using the new TM/Quicklook ground station.

The display system consists of standard Pentium based PCS with accelerated display
processors running at 1024 by 768 pixel resolution. The software runs under Microsoft
Windows and is based on a four quadrant paradigm. Each quadrant can display a
different display type. The types currently supported are current value, scrolling tabs,



bar graph, time history and cross plots. The software was written in C++ and was
designed to be highly extensible.

EDITOR (PREPROCESSOR) STATION

The Editor was designed to meet the following specifications:

O PCM to 5 megabits with 32768 words per major frame
O Handle all current instrumentation systems including CAIS, split track

AATIS, Chapter 8 MUX split track, multibus configurations to 12.5
megabits

O Maximum of 36 A/D channels for FM digitizing
O Two stream merge capable with either PCM/FM or PCM/PCM

configurations

The Editor VME station is used as a preprocessor for the final data product produced
by the mainframe computer located in Saint Louis. Each of the remote sites serviced
by the St. Louis mainframe have Editor stations. The Editor's function is to take PCM
and/or analog data and merge them, select the appropriate time slices, apply the
requested compression algorithm, insure the data is valid, and generate an output tape
for the mainframe computer.

The Editor may not be able to keep up with the input streams on a real-time basis
because of the limited speed of the output devices and because of all of the checks for
validity of data. A two phase methodology was developed for the Editor in which
phase one was acquisition of real-time data and phase two was processing of that
acquired data. These two phases can operate concurrently. Figure 3 illustrates this
methodology. During the acquisition phase each input stream writes all of its raw data
to a pair of 1.8 GB disk drives. These drives act as a FIFO device and this acquisition
is done totally independent of the VME bus therefore not wasting any VME
bandwidth. Data is read from the disks when the processing phase of the operation can
accept more input.

PCM is acquired into the system using the same PASS card that the TM/Quicklook
system used. This card also contains an A/D converter that is used in conjunction with
VME based sample and hold cards. Because the card contains both the PCM input
connectors and the A/D input, a simple reprogramming of this card's Xilinx chip will
change its personality so that either one or two PCM streams may be edited or an
analog and PCM stream may be edited.



Figure 3 - Editor Two Phase Operations

CONCLUSION

VME has proven itself to be a cost effective solution to the data processing needs of
flight testing at MDA. The commercial grade cards used in the system run from $500
to $4000 in cost. The two custom made interface cards were kept simple and
inexpensive and the system relies on software for most of its versatility.

Because the system's software and hardware was all designed in house, changes are
easily and inexpensively implemented by the staff engineers who designed the system.
Large non-recurring costs are avoided that would be encountered when changes are
needed to a closed box architecture solution.

This system's extensiblity has been excellent as demonstrated by the three generations
of VME systems that have been built and successfully used in a production data
processing environment here at MDA. The main processor boards have been changed



during each of these generation upgrades to provide a vastly more powerful platform.
Only small software changes were needed for each of these processor upgrades.

Reliability is excellent with board failures rarely occurring. When failures do occur,
the redundant use of cards between systems and system functions has kept mean time
to repair small and maintenance costs low by requiring few spare boards.

VME has lived up to the expectations of the system designers and all of the original
design goals set forth have been acheived in these systems.
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